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GDPR POLICY
Walker Construction (UK) Ltd (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”) needs to collect
personal information to effectively carry out our everyday business functions and activities
and to provide the products and services defined by our business type. Such data is
collected from employees, customers, suppliers and clients and includes (but is not limited
to), name, address, email address, data of birth, IP address, identification numbers, private
and confidential information, sensitive information and bank/credit card details.
In addition, we may be required to collect and use certain types of personal information
to comply with the requirements of the law and/or regulations, however we are
committed to processing all personal information in accordance with the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), UK data protection laws and any other relevant the data
protection laws and codes of conduct (herein collectively referred to as “the data
protection laws”).
The Company has developed policies, procedures, controls and measures to ensure
maximum and continued compliance with the data protection laws and principles,
including staff training, procedure documents, audit measures and assessments. Ensuring
and maintaining the security and confidentiality of personal and/or special category data
is one of our top priorities and we are proud to operate a 'Privacy by Design' approach,
assessing changes and their impact from the start and designing systems and processes
to protect personal information at the core of our business.
Purpose
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that the Company meets its legal, statutory and
regulatory requirements under the data protection laws and to ensure that all personal
and special category information is processed compliantly and, in the individual’s, best
interest. The data protection laws include provisions that promote accountability and
governance and as such the Company has put comprehensive and effective
governance measures into place to meet these provisions. The aim of such measures is to
ultimately minimise the risk of breaches and uphold the protection of personal data. This
policy also serves as a reference document for employees and third-parties on the
responsibilities of handling and accessing personal data and data subject requests.
Scope
This policy applies to all staff within the Company (meaning permanent, fixed term, and
temporary staff, any third-party representatives or sub-contractors, agency workers,
volunteers, interns and agents engaged with the Company in the UK or overseas), and
pertains to the processing of personal information. Adherence to this policy is mandatory
and non-compliance could lead to disciplinary action.
Signed:

................................................ Dated: 4th October 2021
Phil Webb
Managing Director
The policy has also been produced as a separate document and is on the Company Website www.walker-construction.co.uk
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